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Overview
of the
Sanlam
Lifestage
solution
Sanlam Lifestage aims to
meet amember’s retirement
savings requirement in a
single seamless investment
solution.

The product is designed to
adapt to the time remaining
for the member to retire, and
to invest member’sfunds
according to their risk appetite.
Our solution is specially
designed to meet member’s
income needs afterretirement,
this is done by investing member’s
funds in a preservation portfolio
that is suitable for the member’s
annuity choice duringretirement.
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In terms of the Lifestage approach, a member’s savings
are initially invested in a portfolio that places emphasis
on long-term capital growth with some tolerance for
short-term market volatility.
As retirement approaches, member’s savings are
automatically switched to a preservation phase. A
preservation phase protects a member against the specific
risks inherent in the purchase of the particular annuity that
the member is targeting to obtain an income in retirement.

Lifestage Solution
6 YEARS
FROM
RETIREMENT
AGE

01
Accumulation phase
All members more than 6 years
from Retirement Age

GROWTH
The Accumulation Portfolio aims to provide
market-related capital growth to members
(more than
six years from retirement) who need to grow
their retirement savings

Sanlam
Lifestage
Accumulation
Portfolio
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As members may employ a range of
different
income
strategies
at
retirement, three Sanlam Lifestage
Preservation Portfolios are available,
each designed to align capital to an
income strategy for an almost seamless
transition into retirement. Should the
member not make a choice of their
preservation portfolio, their funds will
automatically be invested in the default
preservation portfolio,
the Sanlam
Capital
Protection
Preservation
Portfolio.
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Transition from the accumulation phase to the preservation
phase takes place by means of 50 monthly switches, starting
6 years prior to retirement. This is essential to reduce market
timing risk. The transitioning switches that shift exposure from
the Sanlam Lifestage Accumulation Portfolio to the Sanlam
Lifestage
Preservation Portfolios are calculated and
implemented monthly based on the actual age of the
member. A member may plan to retire earlier than the
normal retirement age determined by their employer, if this is
allowed by their retirement fund. In such cases, planned
retirement dates instead of normal retirement ages can be
used to determine the timing of the transitioning process. This
is done at no additional cost to the member.

22 MONTHS
FROM
RETIREMENT
AGE
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RETIREMENT
AGE

Systematic automated
monthly transition

Preservation
phase

All members less than 6 years but more than
22 months from Retirement Age

All members 22 months and
less from Retirement Age

50 MONTHLY SWITCHES
Transition from the accumulation phase to the
preservation phase takes place by means
of 50 monthly switches

PROTECTION
A preservation phase protects a
member against the specific risks
inherent in the purchase of an
annuity

Sanlam Lifestage
Capital Protection
Preservation Portfolio
Sanlam Lifestage Investmentlinked Living Annuity (ILLA)
Preservation Portfolio
Sanlam Lifestage
Inflation-linked
Preservation Portfolio

Suitable for purchasing a
guaranteed annuity
Suitable for purchasing a
investment-linked
living annuity
Suitable for purchasing
a inflation-linked annuity
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Investment
Portfolios
offered in
Sanlam
Lifestage
Accumulation
Phase
Sanlam Lifestage
AccumulationPortfolio
The Sanlam Lifestage Accumulation
Portfolio aims to provide market- related
capital growth to members who are more
than six years from retirement and who
need to grow their retirement savings.
The portfolio is a multi-managed
portfolio which allocates its assets
across equities, bonds, property and
cash. A core- satellite investment
strategy is
generally employed
whereby the core is a low-cost indextracking strategy, around which the
satellite managers aim for
active
returns through the out- performance
of their respective benchmarks.
The fund is an aggressive portfolio
displaying high levels of volatility over
the short-term
and is aiming to
provide market- related growth.
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Preservation
Phase
Capital Protection
Preservation Portfolio
The Sanlam Lifestage Capital
Protection Preservation Portfolio
invests fully in the Sanlam Stable
Bonus Portfolio. The portfolio aims
to protect the invested capital. The
Stable Bonus
Portfolio provides
investors with exposure to the
investment markets, while protecting
them against adverse market
movements.
This is achieved by smoothing the
returns over time and offering capital
protection on the capital invested
together with the vested bonuses in
case of
resignation, retirement,
death, retrenchment or disability. A
bonus is declared monthly in
advance, which consists of a vesting
and non-vesting
component. Bonuses cannot be
negative.
The Capital Protection Preservation
Portfolio is appropriate for a member
wishing to purchase a guaranteed
annuity
at retirement, or who is
uncertain
on which annuitisation
strategy
they wish to employ at
retirement

Inflation-linked PreservationPortfolio
The Sanlam Lifestage Inflation-linked Preservation Portfolio
aims to provide members nearing retirement with the ability
to buy a post-retirement income that will grow in line with
inflation after retirement.
As such, the value of the
investment portfolio may fluctuate when interest rates rise or
fall, as it aims to match the movement in purchasing prices of
inflation- linked annuities rather than protect or maximise
growth of capital in the short-term.
The portfolio invests in a long-duration bond portfolio, the
Sanlam Employee Benefit Inflation Annuity Tracker Portfolio,
where the benchmark for this portfolio is the SALI Real. The
SALI Real Index has been developed by Sanlam to track the
cost of purchasing an inflation- linked annuity.
The portfolio has a conservative risk profile.

Investment-linked Living Annuity(ILLA)
Preservation Portfolio
The Sanlam Lifestage Investment-linked Living Annuity
(ILLA) Preservation Portfolio aims to provide moderate
market growth. The portfolio allocates its assets across
equities, bonds, property and cash.
A core-satellite investment strategy is generally employed
where the core is a low-cost index-tracking strategy, around
which the satellite managers aim for active returns through
the outperformance of their respective benchmarks.
This portfolio is suitable for members who want to invest in an
investment-linked living annuity at retirement.
This portfolio has a moderate risk profile.

The portfolio has a conservative
risk profile.
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Macroeconomic
commentary
Highlights
Trump and Xi Jinping agree to a trade truce, but
risks to growth are still high from 25% tariffs
US yield curve inversion highlights risk of
recession in Q2 2020
Powell indicates Fed willingness to cut rates,
data dependent
European Central Bank (ECB) to restart
Quantitative Easing (QE) and rate cuts
Christine Lagarde to replace Mario Draghi as
ECB president
Japan tightens export rules on South Korea
Mboweni to announce details of State Owned
Enterprises (particularly Eskom) restructuring
July petrol price cut likely to trigger 25bps SARB
rate cut
SARB independence and prescribed asset
requirements back in the spotlight

Global economics
Global Equities
Global equities see-sawed over the quarter as
trade tensions escalated across a broader front
and central bankers signaled a greater
willingness to cut rates in order to extend the
late cycle recovery. Global equities gained
some 4.0% in USDs and a more benign 1.7% in
rands. The catalyst for the gain in the MSCI
World Index was the expectation that Presidents
Trump and Xi Jinping would reach a trade truce
at the G20 summit, paving the way for a
resumption of trade talks.
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Emerging market equities also benefitted from the trade
truce but growth concerns, particularly in China,
weighed on quarterly returns with the index gaining a
pedestrian 0.7% in USDs and declining by some 1.6%
in rands.
Although the US did not remove the existing 25% tariffs
on some USD250 billion of Chinese imports, it did
refrain from imposing any further tariffs and removed
the ban on exports of sensitive technologies to Huawei.
But a trade deal could still unravel on Chinese demands
to reverse tariff hikes or could be delayed until closer to
US November elections next year. The US
administration still has its sights set on European and
Japanese auto tariffs and still needs to ratify the
USMCA (US, Mexico and Canada Trade Agreement).

Dovish comments from Jerome Powell, the Chairman of the
Federal Reserve, that the Bank was willing to cut interest
rates to ensure the global expansion continued, also shored
up risk assets, while the ECB’s willingness to restart
quantitative easing (QE2) and possibly cut rates further
buoyed equity markets. Although the Fed fund futures are
pricing in three rate cuts before year-end, the Fed may still
disappoint markets with only one or two rate cuts at best.
While a 50 basis point cut in rates as early as July is ruled
out, given the sharp increase in US non-farm payrolls, a 25
basis point cut in rates cannot be ruled out. The ECB for its
part is expected to buy both sovereign and corporate debt
totaling between Euro35 billion and Euro40 billion per
month, for a period of 6 to 9 months. Self-imposed limits on
outstanding debt issuance could also be increased to
ensure that yields are kept low. One or two rate cuts of 10
basis points each before yearend are also likely as the ECB
grapples with benign inflation.

Global Bonds
Global bonds gained some 3.3% in USDs and 1.0% in rands
in the second quarter due to benign inflation, downward
revisions to global growth and expectations that central
banks would follow the Fed’s lead and cut interest rates
over the course of the year.
In general, rate cuts are expected to result in yield curve
steepening, as inflation expectations are revised higher.
Bonds have rallied strongly in recent months in anticipation
of a global slowdown and benign inflation. Yields on the JP
Morgan Global Aggregate Total Return Index declined from
1.95% to 1.61%, as investors betted on the Fed leading the
rate cutting cycle. Emerging market bonds benefitted
disproportionately more, rallying some 4.4% in USDs and
2.0% in rands. Spreads were largely unchanged at 406
basis points over the quarter, although intra-quarter volatility
was high reflecting changes in risk aversion. The rally in
emerging market bonds once again points to the consensus
view in markets that Fed rate cuts will weaken the USD and
underpin emerging market growth. It is not surprising then
that the JP Morgan Emerging Market Currency Index
appreciated some 0.5% against the USD over the quarter.
Global corporate bonds outperformed their sovereign
counterparts, rallying some 3.9% in USDs as spreads
compressed on expectations of central bank monetary
easing. High yield bonds lagged these returns, however,
highlighting the default risks from a slowing global economy.
The Barclays Capital Global High Yield Index yielded 3% in
USDs as US high yield spreads declined from 3.91% to
3.77% and EU spreads proportionately more from 3.76% to
3.07%.
Despite inflation falling short of central bank target levels in
many advanced economies, inflation-linked bonds gained
some 2.2% in USDs in the second quarter, but declined by
0.1% in rands. Real yields on the Barclays Capital Inflationlinked Index decreased slightly from -0.84% to -0.89%,
underpinned by asset-liability matching demand.
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Local
economics

What is needed is some of President Ramaphosa’s “USD100
billion investment initiative” to materialise and for structural
reforms to be implemented which would unlock domestic
private sector fixed investment. At 18.1% of GDP, gross fixed
capital formation is too low to propel growth to the 5% or 6%
level that South Africa requires to make any meaningful
inroads into unemployment. Market-unfriendly policies and the
theft and mismanagement of taxpayer monies have been to
blame, rather than a dearth of capital. Commercial vehicle
sales, the proxy for private sector fixed capital formation points
to growth remaining positive but weak over the coming
quarters.

In contrast, household final consumption expenditure is
expected to recover in the second half of the year, despite
SA equities gained some 3.9% in rands lower growth in real personal disposable incomes, higher
and 6.3% in USDs in the second quarter, electricity tariffs and effective tax increases in the absence of
with returns in April and June helping to fiscal drag adjustments. Household deleveraging over the past
offset sharp declines in May.
Rand decade, which has resulted in the debt to disposable income
appreciation underpinned financial stocks ratio declining from a high of 87.8% in 2008 to 72.5% in Q1
with the Fini-15 gaining some 7% in rands, 2019, is somewhat supportive of consumption, while the debt
while rand-hedge stocks weighed on service cost ratio at 9.1% is also off the highs of 13.4% seen in
industrials and resources. The Indi-25 2008. Car sales, the proxy for household final consumption
returned some 4.5%, while the Resi-10 expenditure (HFCE) supports the view that HFCE will recover
yielded a pedestrian 2.6%. While basic in the second half of the year, helping to underpin overall
materials accounted for the softer returns, economic growth.
gold and platinum counters surged some
29.6% and 9.5% respectively, as Local Bonds
expectations of rate cuts buoyed demand
for safe-haven assets.
The quarterly SA bonds gained some 3.7% in rands and 6.1% in USDs in the
returns, however, mask the 10.3% surge in second quarter, benefiting from a dovish Fed, benign domestic
resource counters in June, underpinned by inflation and rumours that European Developmental Finance
Institutions could provide climate change funding to Eskom
the thawing in US-China trade relations.
totalling some USD10 billion. The yield on the All Bond Index
The best performing of the Top 40 counters declined from 9.44% to 9.25% as 10-year credit default swap
included Anglogold (30.5%), MTN (16.9%), rates narrowed to 244 basis points from 273 the previous
Absa (15.0%), Richemont (14.4%) and quarter. The bond market largely shrugged off threats to the
Angloplats (12.0%), while the losers independence of the Reserve Bank, talk of prescribed asset
included Sasol (-22.1%), BTI (-13.5%), requirements and rising concerns about SA’s fiscal cliff. Since
Capitec (-5.4%), Shoprite (-4.3%) and Old bonds are yielding around 5% in real terms, foreigners were
net buyers of domestic bonds totalling some R15.7 billion.
Mutual (-1.7%).

Local Equities

Despite the 12.2% return from domestic
equities so far this year, only 44% of shares
in the FTSE/JSE All Share Index have
outperformed cash over the comparable
period. Since economic growth is expected
to remain pedestrian this year coming in at
well below 1%, the question remains what
the catalyst will be for a sustainable
recovery in economic growth and an
acceleration in earnings growth, particularly
in SA Inc shares. If the prevailing
consensus in markets is correct that global
growth has troughed and that the late cycle
recovery will be extended, courtesy of
Modern Monetary Theory, the domestic
mining and manufacturing sectors will
benefit from the increase in economic
activity.
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Inflation-linked bonds underperformed their sovereign
counterparts, even as real yields eased to 3.31% from 3.36%
the previous quarter. The Barclays Capital Inflation-linked
Bond Index gained some 2.9% in rands and 5.2% in USDs as
breakeven inflation declined to 5.1% from 5.39% the month
before. Inflation is expected to average around 4.1% this year
on successive declines in the petrol price.
In light of the near term subdued inflation outlook, weak Q1
GDP growth and expectations of a Fed rate cut in July, the
Monetary Policy Committee is expected to bring forward its
interest rate expectations and cut the repo rate by some 25
basis points, rather than waiting until the first quarter of 2020
as signalled by the Reserve Bank’s Quarterly Projection Model.

Expectations of a substantially higher fiscal deficit, projected
to come in at 5.5%+ rather than the budgeted 4.5%, is due to
the undershooting of nominal GDP relative to the budgeted
growth of 7.3% over the next three years. Other headwinds
for the fiscus include the R230 billion front-loaded bailout for
Eskom announced in the President’s State of the Nation
Address (SONA), alongside other bailouts for SAA, the
SABC and Denel. While there is speculation that the PIC
could do a debt-for-equity swap with Eskom totalling some
USD6.7 billion, the Minister of Finance still needs to provide
details on the funding of the SOE’s. The time-line for the
Minister’s announcement is 23 July.

With July’s inflation print expected to drop to
below 4%, well short of the 4.5% targeted by
the Reserve Bank, there is scope for the
Monetary Policy Committee to cut rates by
some 25 basis points as early as July. With
the FRA’s then pricing in 50 basis points of
cumulative rate cuts through to the middle of
2021, the interest rate differential between the
rand and the USD could widen if the fed funds
futures are correctly pricing in four future US
rate cuts. In this instance, the rand would be
expected to appreciate in the absence of any
material political and/or economic shocks.

LocalCash

SA cash yielded 1.8% in the second quarter, underperforming
all of the domestic fixed income asset classes. Expectations
of a Fed rate cut, possibly as early as July, filtered through
into the domestic money market, with the 1X4 FRA’s (July)
pricing in a high probability of a 25 basis point rate cut, with a
further 25 basis point cut priced into the 6X9 FRA’s (March
2020). While the timing of the second 25 basis point rate cut
is in line with the SARB’s first rate cut as shown in the
Quarterly Projection Model, the MPC could bring forward the
timing and quantum of rate cuts given the benign inflation
outlook and weak first quarter GDP growth. While the
domestic economy is expected to avoid a technical recession
given the positive start to the second quarter’s data releases,
the mining sector is still mired in contraction suggesting the
recovery will be tepid.
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Economic performance summary to June 2019
Asset Class Specific

3 Months

6 Months

All Share Index (ALSI)

3.9%

12.2%

Shareholder Weighted
Index (SWIX)

2.9%

Capped SWIX

3 Years

5 Years

4.4%

6.9%

5.8%

13.5%

9.0%

1.2%

4.3%

5.4%

13.5%

2.9%

6.9%

1.1%

2.8%

4.3%

N/A

All Bond Index (ALBI)

4.5%

6.0%

0.8%

-2.3%

5.6%

13.0%

Property (SAPY)

3.7%

7.7%

11.5%

9.9%

8.6%

9.0%

STEFI Composite

1.8%

3.6%

7.3%

7.4%

7.1%

6.6%

MSCI World Index (Rand)

1.7%

14.7%

9.4%

10.0%

12.8%

17.6%

JP Morgan Global Agg

1.2%

3.3%

8.7%

-0.7%

7.0%

8.8%

RAND vs US$

-2.2%

-2.0%

2.9%

-1.6%

5.8%

6.2%

3 Months

6 Months

Financials

5.4%

5.0%

Resources

2.4%

Industrials

SA Equity Sector Specific

1 Year

3 Years

5 Years

5.7%

6.2%

7.1%

15.1%

20.7%

21.2%

20.6%

0.8%

5.4%

4.0%

11.7%

-3.7%

1.8%

5.3%

16.8%

3 Months

6 Months

3 Years

5 Years

Small Cap

1.8%

-1.6%

-10.9%

-2.8%

1.8%

11.8%

Medium Cap

1.5%

4.3%

5.2%

1.9%

5.6%

13.4%

Large Cap

4.6%

13.5%

4.6%

7.4%

5.6%

13.3%

SA Equity Size Specific
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1 Year

10 Years

1 Year

10 Years

10 Years

Portfolio
Commentary
Quarter ending June 2019

Sanlam Lifestage
Capital Protection
Preservation
Portfolio
Sanlam Lifestage
Accumulation andILLA
Preservation Portfolios
The Lifestage Accumulation Portfolio and the Lifestage
ILLA Preservation Portfolios both delivered a
commendable 2.4% over the quarter, however
underperformed their benchmarks by 0.44% and 0.24%
respectively. Concerns over global trade and a
slowdown in global growth weighed on the portfolio,
resulting in its overweight exposure to emerging
markets detracting from performance.
The asset classes that added value, from a manager
selection perspective, were SA Property and
International Cash, whilst other asset classes, namely
SA Equities, Offshore Africa Equities and International
Equities detracted from performance. The SA Equity
managers were the biggest detractors as they were
largely underweight Resource stocks, which continued
their strong rally. Looking at the current positioning of
the portfolio, the overweight positions are concentrated
in Offshore Africa Equity, Offshore Emerging Equity
assets and SA Equity. The underweight asset class
positions are International Developed Market Equity,
International Bonds and SA Inflation-linked Bonds.
The portfolios remains well-positioned to capture the
upside in rising markets over the long term.

The second quarter was volatile with
alternating periods of positive and
negative returns. The portfolio
remained resilient in this volatile
markets by delivering a handsome
9.4% over a five year period. The
portfolio is slightly underfunded as a
result of this volatility. The portfolio
continues to strike a balance between
two often conflicting objectives:
downside protection (through
smoothing and guarantees) and
investment growth.

Sanlam Lifestage
Inflation Linked
Preservation
Portfolio
The portfolio aims to closely match
movements in its benchmark index,
the SALI Real. This index tracks the
changes in the cost of an inflation
linked annuity caused by changes in
real interest rates. The portfolio
therefore aims to preserve a
member’s ability to purchase an
inflation linked annuity. As at 30 June
2019, the portfolio has consistently
outperformed its benchmark, thus
preserving the purchasing power of
individuals to purchase an inflation
linked annuity upon retirement.
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Performance
summary
Sanlam Lifestage to 30 June 2019

3 Months

6 Months

Accumulation Portfolio

2.4%

9.1%

Benchmark

2.8%

Capital Protection Preservation*

1 Year

3 Years

5 Years

5.2%

5.4%

6.3%

8.9%

4.9%

5.3%

7.3%

1.9%

3.3%

7.0%

7.8%

9.4%

Inflation-Linked Preservation Portfolio

2.4%

3.7%

5.1%

1.6%

3.7%

Benchmark

2.4%

2.9%

2.7%

0.2%

2.9%

ILLA Preservation Portfolio

2.5%

7.8%

6.3%

6.1%

7.3%

Benchmark

2.8%

7.8%

6.3%

5.6%

7.1%

Accumulation Phase

Preservation Phase

* The Capital Protection Preservation Portfolio does not have an explicit benchmark.
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June 2019

Sanlam Umbrella Fund Monthly Fact Sheet

LIFESTAGE PROGRAMME
IFESTAGE PROGRAMME
LIFESTAGE

Sanlam Lifestage
Mandate description

Fund performance

Sanlam Lifestage is the Fund’s trustee approved default investment strategy and
aims to meet each member’s savings requirement by working towards a target
date, which would be the Normal Retirement Age or the Planned Retirement Age
(if different).

Phase
Accumulation Portfolio

How Sanlam Lifestage works
The investment strategy consists of two phases and members are automatically
switched from one phase to another as they near retirement. The two phases are:
•
Accumulation phase
•
Preservation phase
As retirement approaches, this target date strategy invests in an investment
portfolio matching the member’s postretirement needs or plans, but in the years
prior to this greater emphasis is placed on achieving capital growth. Members with
more than 6 years before reaching their Normal Retirement Age or Planned
Retirement Age (if different) are fully invested in the Sanlam Lifestage Accumulation
Portfolio which aims to achieve capital growth. Six years (72 months) before a
member reaches his/her Normal Retirement Age or Planned Retirement Age (if
different), the member is gradually switched from the Sanlam Lifestage
Accumulation Portfolio to his/her selected Sanlam Lifestage preservation portfolio by
means of 50 monthly switches.

1 month

3 months

3 years

5 years

2.9%

2.4%

5.2%

5.4%

6.3%

0.6%
0.6%
2.1%

1.9%
2.5%
2.5%

7.0%
5.1%
6.4%

7.8%
1.6%
6.1%

9.4%
3.7%
7.3%

1 year

Preservation Portfolios:
Capital Protection
Inflation-Linked
Living annuity (ILLA)
Please note:
Sanlam Lifestage investment reporting only commences from 1 August 2013, but
the following longer term performance was achieved applicable to members
previously invested in the Accumulation Phase of the Sanlam Umbrella Fund’s
discontinued Lifestage Programme, and whose investments were transitioned to
Sanlam Lifestage during the month of July 2013.

Members with more than 6 years before reaching their Planned Retirement Age are
fully invested in Sanlam Lifestage Accumulation Portfolio which aims to achieve
capital growth.

Preserver phase

Accumulator phase

Six years (72 months) before a member reaches his/her Planned Retirement Age,
the member is gradually switched from the Sanlam Lifestage Accumulation Portfolio
to his/her selected Sanlam Lifestage preservation portfolio by means of 50 monthly
switches.

Note: Performance figures are gross of investment management fees, but are net of any performance fees (if applicable). For portfolios in the Smoothed Bonus Range ,the returns are gross of investment management fees,
but are net of any guarantee premiums. Performance figures for periods greater than 12 months are annualised. All data shown is at the month-end, unless specifically indicated differently. Changes in currency rates of
exchange may cause the value of your investment to fluctuate. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to the future returns. The value of investments and the income from them may increase or decrease and are not
guaranteed. You may not get back the amount you invest. The product information sheets are prepared for the SANLAM UMBRELLA FUND by its investment consultants. The product information sheets are prepared in good
faith and the information, data and opinions contained in the product information sheets are based on source information considered reliable. However, no guarantee, explicit or otherwise are provided that the information and
data contained therein are correct and comprehensive. The SANLAM UMBRELLA FUND and the investment consultants cannot be held liable for any loss, expense and/or damage following from the use of the product
information sheets.

June 2019

Sanlam Umbrella Fund Monthly Fact Sheet

LIFESTAGE PROGRAMME
Sanlam Lifestage Accumulation Portfolio
IFESTAGE PROGRAMME
LIFESTAGE
PROGRAMME
Period Ending
Fund Size
Inception Date

30-Jun-19
R 13 022 million
Jul-13

Benchmark

24.5%
24.5%
10%
8.0%
2.0%
6%
21%
4%

Fund objective
The fund is an aggressive portfolio displaying high levels of volatility over the
short term and is aiming to provide market related growth.
Scrip lending may be performed on the passive equity component.

SWIX (Shareholder Weighted Index)
Capped SWIX (Shareholder Weighted Index)
BEASSA Total Return All Bond Index
FTSE/JSE SAPY Index
Short Term Fixed Interest Index (STeFI)
Barclays SA Inflation Linked Index
MSCI World (Developed Markets) Equity Index
Barclays Global Aggregate Index

Asset class breakdown
Risk profile

60%

53.9%

50%

This portfolio has an aggressive risk profile

40%
25.7%

30%

Fees

20%

1.00% per annum for the first R50m
0.90% per annum on the portion of assets between R50m - R100m
0.775% per annum on the portion of assets between R100m – R300m
0.70% per annum on the portion of assets between R300m – R500m
0.65% per annum on the portion above R500m

10.8%

10%
0%
Equities and Alternative

Bonds

1.6%

8.0%

Cash

Property

Foreign

The benchmark reflects the fund's long-term strategic asset allocations. Fund asset allocations may be
allowed to vary from the benchmark, depending on market conditions.

All Sub-funds invested in this portfolio are charged the highest investment
management fee applicable to the first tranche of assets, and Sub -funds with greater
than R50 million assets are separately rebated any savings due to the sliding
investment management fee scale on a monthly basis. The underlying investment
managers may be incentivised on a performance fee basis .

Foreign split
96.8%

100.0%
80.0%
60.0%

Monthly and cumulative returns

40.0%
6%

4%

140

20.0%

130

0.0%

3.2%

International Cash

110

0%

100
90

-2%

80
-4%

70

Fund

Jun-19

Apr-19

May-19

Mar-19

Feb-19

Jan-19

Dec-18

Oct-18

Nov-18

Sep-18

Aug-18

Jul-18

60

Jun-18

-6%

Fund (Cum)*

Fund performance (%)

International Equity

Equity sectoral exposure (%)
Fund
17.9%
39.6%
42.5%

Financials
Resources
Industrials

SMMI Tracker MSCI
Index UPFUP; 5.7%

Blue Ink Fixed
Income; 1.6%

Blue Ink Long Short Coronation Strategic
Aggr; 2.5%
Ethos Mid Market 1A
Income; 0.4%
Partnership 2; 0.1%
Ethos Mid Market1
(A) Partnership;
0.5%

SMMI Fx Hedge
UPF; 0.2%

Fund
2.9%
2.4%
9.1%
5.2%
5.4%
6.3%

Benchmark
2.5%
2.8%
8.9%
4.9%
5.3%
7.1%

Benchmark
18.8%
34.1%
47.1%

Fund manager breakdown

SMMI Swix tracker;
10.1%

*Based on 1 year returns

1 Month
3 Months
6 Months
1 Year
3 Years
5 Years

Cumulative Return

Monthly Return

120
2%

Ginsglobal Emerging
Markets; 2.3%
Ginsglobal Equity
Index; 3.6%

SMM Value Equity;
5.2%

International Cash;
3.4%

SMM Quality Equity;
5.0%

Matrix Bond Plus;
4.0%
ML Drakens Africa
SA UCITs; 0.7%

SMM Momentum
Equity; 5.0%

MSCI World Tracker;
5.6%
SMM Inflation Linked
Bonds; 1.0%

Passive Equity
Portfolio; 12.4%

Top 10 holdings (% of Equities)
Share Name
Naspers
Standard Bank Group Limited
Anglo American
Firstrand Limited
Sasol Limited
British American Tobacco Plc
Impala Platinum Holdings Limited
MTN Group Limited
BHP Group
ABSA Group Limited

% of Equities
18.6%
4.2%
4.2%
3.8%
3.1%
3.0%
2.6%
2.5%
2.1%
2.0%

SMM Core Equity;
9.2%

Prescient Bonds;
5.9%
Sanlam Africa
Equity; 1.8%

SIM Active Income;
0.3%
Satrix Property
Tracker; 8.1%

Satrix Global Factor
Enhanced Equity;
4.1%

Sanlam Real Assets
Fund; 1.3%

Please refer to the “Local equity manager breakdown for SMMI portfolios” for a detailed outline of
the underlying equity managers within this portfolio.

Risk analysis
(based on the last 3 years' monthly returns)
% of negative months over the last 3 years
38.9%
Average capital loss in one month
-2.1%
riskis*measured as the standard deviation of the underperformance
4.8%
*Downside
Downside risk
of the portfolio relative to CPI

Note: Performance figures are gross of investment management fees, but are net of any performance fees (if applicable). For portfolios in the Smoothed Bonus Range ,the returns are gross of investment management fees, but
are net of any guarantee premiums. Performance figures for periods greater than 12 months are annualised. All data shown is at the month-end, unless specifically indicated differently. Changes in currency rates of exchange
may cause the value of your investment to fluctuate. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to the future returns. The value of investments and the income from them may increase or decrease and are not guaranteed. You
may not get back the amount you invest. The product information sheets are prepared for the SANLAM UMBRELLA FUND by its investment consultants. The product information sheets are prepared in good faith and the
information, data and opinions contained in the product information sheets are based on source information considered reliable. However, no guarantee, explicit or otherwise are provided that the information and data contained
therein are correct and comprehensive. The SANLAM UMBRELLA FUND and the investment consultants cannot be held liable for any loss, expense and/or damage following from the use of the product information sheets.

June 2019

Sanlam Umbrella Fund Monthly Fact Sheet

Sanlam Lifestage Capital Protection
Preservation Portfolio
Period Ending
30-Jun-19
Fund Size (Book Value) R 2 311 million
Inception Date
Nov-86

LIFESTAGE PROGRAMME
IFESTAGE PROGRAMME
LIFESTAGE

Benchmark

16.0%
16.0%
25.5%
1.0%
2.0%
17.5%
5.0%
2.5%

SWIX (Shareholder Weighted Index)
Capped SWIX (Shareholder Weighted Index)
BEASSA Total Return All Bond Index
STeFI + 2%
IGOVI
MSCI World Index (Dev. Markets)
Barclays Global Aggregate Index
US 3 month London InterBank Offered Rate (LIBOR)
+2.5% (net of fees)
8.0% STeFI Index
6.5% BEASSA 7-12 years TRI plus 1.0% p.a.

Fund objective
The Portfolio offers investors stable, smoothed returns with a partial
guarantee on benefit payments. A bonus, which consists of a vesting and
non-vesting component is declared monthly in advance. Bonuses cannot
be negative. The portfolio offers 100% capital guarantee and partially
vesting bonuses.

Risk profile

Asset class breakdown

The portfolio has a conservative risk profile
40%
33.4%

35%

Fees

27.7%

30%

Sanlam’s cost in relation to the investment plan is recouped by recovering the
following fees:
Investment Management Fees:
0.425% per annum
Guarantee Premium:
A guarantee premium of 0.90% per annum
Annual Performance Linked Fee:
The investment manager may be incentivised with performance fees (capped at
0.30% p.a.)

24.2%

25%
20%

15%
10%

7.3%

5.8%

5%

1.6%

0%
Equities

Bonds

Credit

Cash

Property

Foreign

The benchmark reflects the fund's long-term strategic asset allocations. Fund asset allocations may be allowed to vary from
the benchmark, depending on market conditions.

Monthly and cumulative bonuses
Foreign split

6%

4%

130

120
2%
110

Cumulative Return

Monthly Return

140

100.0%

80.0%
58.5%

60.0%
41.5%

Fund

Jun-19

Apr-19

May-19

Mar-19

Jan-19

Feb-19

Dec-18

Oct-18

Nov-18

Sep-18

Jul-18

Aug-18

100

Jun-18

0%

0.0%
International Equity

Fund bonuses (%)

International Other

Equity sectoral exposure (%)

Fund (gross of fees)
0.6%
1.9%
3.3%
7.0%
7.8%
9.4%

Fund
23.9%
14.8%
61.3%

Financials
Resources
Industrials
The Non - Vested bonuses as a proportion of the total Sanlam Stable Bonus Portfolio
holdings:

Top 10 equity holdings (% of Equities)
Share Name
Naspers N
FirstRand / RMBH
Stanbank
Anglos
BTI
Sasol
MTN Group
ABSAG ABG
Consol Holdings
OMutual (OMU)

20.0%

Fund (Cum)*

*Based on 1 year returns

1 Month
3 Months
6 Months
1 Year
3 Years
5 Years

40.0%

% of Equities
17.5%
5.2%
4.8%
4.2%
3.9%
3.7%
3.5%
2.8%
2.6%
2.3%

Sanlam Umbrella Pension Fund

8.30%

Sanlam Umbrella Provident Fund

9.47%

* Only impacts Sanlam Lifestage members opting for this preservation strategy in the last
6 years before retirement.

Risk analysis
(based on the last 3 years' monthly returns)

% of negative months over the last 3 years
Average capital loss in one month
Downside risk *

0.0%
0.0%
0.4%

* Downside risk is measured as the standard deviation of the underperformance
of the portfolio relative to CPI

Funding Level
July 2019: 98.02% funded

Note: Performance figures are gross of investment management fees, but are net of any performance fees (if applicable). For portfolios in the Smoothed Bonus Range ,the returns are gross of investment management fees, but are net of any
guarantee premiums. Performance figures for periods greater than 12 months are annualised. All data shown is at the month-end, unless specifically indicated differently. Changes in currency rates of exchange may cause the value of your
investment to fluctuate. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to the future returns. The value of investments and the income from them may increase or decrease and are not guaranteed. You may not get back the amount you invest. The
product information sheets are prepared for the SANLAM UMBRELLA FUND by its investment consultants. The product information sheets are prepared in good faith and the information, data and opinions contained in the product information
sheets are based on source information considered reliable. However, no guarantee, explicit or otherwise are provided that the information and data contained therein are correct and comprehensive. The SANLAM UMBRELLA FUND and the
investment consultants cannot be held liable for any loss, expense and/or damage following from the use of the product information sheets.

June 2019

Sanlam Umbrella Fund Monthly Fact Sheet

Sanlam Lifestage Living Annuity
Preservation Portfolio
Period Ending
Fund Size
Inception Date

30-Jun-19
R 57 million
Oct-13

LIFESTAGE PROGRAMME
IFESTAGE PROGRAMME
LIFESTAGE
PROGRAMME
Benchmark

Fund objective

17.5%
17.5%
20.0%
10.0%
6.0%
9.0%
15.0%
2.0%
3.0%

Capped SWIX (Shareholder Weighted Index)
SWIX Index
BEASSA Total Return Index
Short Term Fixed Interest Index (STeFI)
SAPY Property Index
Barclays SA Inflation Linked Index
MSCI World Equity Index
US 3 month Libor Rate
Barclays Global Aggregate Index

Asset class breakdown

The relatively high equity allocation of the Fund should occasionally result in high
volatility but also a high rate of growth compared to funds with a moderate risk
profile.

40%
34.3%

33.3%

35%
30%

Risk profile

25%
20%

16.4%

15%

The portfolio has a moderate risk profile.

10.0%

10%

Fees

6.0%

5%
0%

Equities and
Alternative

Investment Management Fees:
0.80% per annum.

Monthly and cumulative returns

0%

100

-1%

90

-2%

80

-3%

70

Fund (Cum)*

Jun-19

110

Apr-19

1%

May-19

120

Mar-19

2%

Jan-19

130

Feb-19

140

3%

Dec-18

150

4%

Nov-18

5%

Oct-18

100.0%

Sep-18

120.0%

160

Jul-18

170

6%

Aug-18

Property

Foreign

Foreign split

7%

Jun-18

109.3%

80.0%
Cumulative Return

Monthly Return

Cash

The benchmark reflects the fund's long-term strategic asset allocations. Fund asset allocations may be allowed
to vary from the benchmark, depending on market conditions.

The underlying investment managers may be incentivised on a performance
fee basis.

Fund

Bonds

60.0%
40.0%
20.0%

1.4%

0.0%
-20.0%

International Bond

International Cash

International Equity

-10.7%

Equity sectoral exposure (%)
Fund
18.2%
38.3%
43.5%

Financials
Resources
Industrials

Benchmark
18.8%
34.1%
47.1%

*Based on 1 year returns

Fund manager breakdown
Fund performance (%)

1 Month
3 Months
6 Months
1 Year
3 Years
5 Years

Fund

Benchmark

2.1%
2.5%
7.8%
6.4%
6.1%
7.3%

2.1%
2.8%
7.9%
6.4%
5.6%
7.1%

Naspers
Standard Bank Group Limited
Anglo American
Firstrand Limited
Sasol Limited
British American Tobacco Plc
MTN Group Limited
BHP Group
ABSA Group Limited
Sanlam

SMMI Fx Hedge UPF;
0.2%

Coronation Strategic
Income; 3.1%

Ethos Mid Market 1A
Partnership 2; 0.1%

Ethos Mid Market1
(A) Partnership; 0.6%
Futuregrowth Bonds;
1.0%

SMMI Cash; 0.5%

Ginsglobal Emerging
Markets; 2.1%

SMM Value Equity;
3.7%

International Cash;
3.7%

SMM Quality Equity;
3.4%

Top 10 equity holdings (% of Equities)
Share Name

SMMI Tracker MSCI Blackrock Dev World
Equity; 9.4%
Index UPFUP; 3.3%
SMMI Swix tracker;
18.0%

% of Equities
21.4%
4.5%
4.3%
4.0%
3.3%
3.0%
2.9%
2.2%
2.2%
2.0%

Prescient Bonds;
12.4%

SMM Momentum
Equity; 3.4%

Sanlam Africa Equity;
1.9%

SMM Inflation Linked
Bonds; 9.5%
SMM Core Equity;
6.5%
SIM Active Income;

2.1%

Sanlam Real Assets
Fund; 2.4%
Satrix Property
Tracker; 4.5%

Satrix Bond; 8.2%

Please refer to the “Local equity manager breakdown for SMMI portfolios” for a detailed outline of
the underlying equity managers within this portfolio.

Risk analysis
(based on the last 3 years' monthly returns)
% of negative months over the last 3 years
Average capital loss in one month
Downside risk *

38.9%
-1.1%
3.1%

* Downside risk is measured as the standard deviation of the underperformance
of the portfolio relative to CPI

Note: Performance figures are gross of investment management fees, but are net of any performance fees (if applicable). For portfolios in the Smoothed Bonus Range ,the returns are gross of investment management fees, but are
net of any guarantee premiums. Performance figures for periods greater than 12 months are annualised. All data shown is at the month-end, unless specifically indicated differently. Changes in currency rates of exchange may
cause the value of your investment to fluctuate. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to the future returns. The value of investments and the income from them may increase or decrease and are not guaranteed. You may not
get back the amount you invest. The product information sheets are prepared for the SANLAM UMBRELLA FUND by its investment consultants. The product information sheets are prepared in good faith and the information, data
and opinions contained in the product information sheets are based on source information considered reliable. However, no guarantee, explicit or otherwise are provided that the information and data contained therein are correct
and comprehensive. The SANLAM UMBRELLA FUND and the investment consultants cannot be held liable for any loss, expense and/or damage following from the use of the product information sheets.

June 2019

Sanlam Umbrella Fund Monthly Fact Sheet

Sanlam Lifestage Inflation-linked
Preservation Portfolio
Period Ending
Fund Size
Inception Date

30-Jun-19
R 3 million
May-13

LIFESTAGE PROGRAMME
IFESTAGE PROGRAMME
LIFESTAGE
PROGRAMME
Benchmark

Fund objective

Sanlam Asset Liabilty Index Real (inflation linked)

Asset class breakdown

The portfolio aims to closely match movements in its benchmark index, the SALI
Real. This index tracks the changes in the cost of an inflation linked annuity
caused by changes in real interest rates. The portfolio therefore aims to
preserve a member’s ability to purchase an inflation linked annuity.

40%

35.7%

33.6%

35%
30%

25%

Risk profile

22.0%

20%
15%

This fund has a conservative risk profile

8.7%

10%
5%

Fees

0%
Cash

Investment Management Fees:
0.70% per annum.

Monthly and cumulative returns

Inflation Linked Bonds Inflation Linked Bonds Inflation Linked Bonds
3 - 7 years
7 - 12 years
12+ years

Risk analysis
(based on the last 3 years' monthly returns)

7%

160

% of negative months over the last 3 years
Average capital loss in one month
Downside risk *

150
140
130

3%

120
1%

110
100

-1%

90

Cumulative Return

Monthly Return

5%

50.0%
-1.0%
3.8%

* Downside risk is measured as the standard deviation of the underperformance
of the portfolio relative to CPI

80

-3%

70

Fund

Jun-19

May-19

Apr-19

Mar-19

Jan-19

Feb-19

Dec-18

Nov-18

Oct-18

Sep-18

Aug-18

Jul-18

60

Jun-18

-5%

Fund (Cum)*

*Based on 1 year returns

Fund performance (%)

1 Month
3 Months
6 Months
1 Year
3 Years
5 Years

Fund
0.6%
2.5%
3.7%
5.1%
1.6%
3.7%

Benchmark
0.3%
2.4%
2.9%
2.7%
0.2%
2.9%

Note: Performance figures are gross of investment management fees, but are net of any performance fees (if applicable). For portfolios in the Smoothed Bonus Range ,the returns are gross of investment management
fees, but are net of any guarantee premiums. Performance figures for periods greater than 12 months are annualised. All data shown is at the month-end, unless specifically indicated differently. Changes in currency rates of
exchange may cause the value of your investment to fluctuate. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to the future returns. The value of investments and the income from them may increase or decrease and are not
guaranteed. You may not get back the amount you invest. The product information sheets are prepared for the SANLAM UMBRELLA FUND by its investment consultants. The product information sheets are prepared in
good faith and the information, data and opinions contained in the product information sheets are based on source information considered reliable. However, no guarantee, explicit or otherwise are provided that the
information and data contained therein are correct and comprehensive. The SANLAM UMBRELLA FUND and the investment consultants cannot be held liable for any loss, expense and/or damage following from the use of

call us
Darryl Moodley
Sanlam Employee Benefits Investments
+27 (21) 950 2088
Darryl.moodley@sanlam.co.za
Bethuel Korase
Sanlam Employee Benefits Investments
+21 (21) 950 2536
Bethuel.korase@sanlam.co.za

Disclaimer
Sanlam Life Insurance Ltd is an authorised financial services provider.
This survey is for the use of Sanlam and its clients only and may not be published
externally without permission first obtained from Sanlam. While all reasonable attempts
are made to ensure the accuracy of the information, neither Sanlam nor any of its
subsidiaries makes any express or implied warranty as to the
accuracy of the information. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future returns.
Investment returns can be positive or negative. The material is meant to provide general
information only and not intended to constitute accounting, tax, investment, legal or other
professional advice or services. This information should not be acted on without first
obtaining appropriate professional advice. The use of this document and the information it
contains is at your own risk and neither
Sanlam nor any of its subsidiaries shall be responsible or liable for any loss, damage (direct
or indirect) or expense of any nature whatsoever and howsoever arising.

2 Strand Road, Bellville, Cape Town | PO Box 1, Sanlamhof 7532, South Africa
Sanlam Life Insurance Limited Reg no 1998/021121/06.
Licensed Financial Services Provider.

T +27 (0)21 9479111
F +27 (0)21 947 8066

www.sanlam.co.za

